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Abstract: The Icó-Mandantes Bay is one of the major branches of the Itaparica Reservoir (Sub-Middle
São Francisco River, Northeast Brazil) and is the focus of this study. Besides the harmful algae blooms
(HAB) and a severe prolonged drought, the bay has a strategic importance—e.g., the eastern channel
of the newly built water diversion will withdraw water from it (drinking water). This article presents
the implementation of a three-dimensional (3D) numerical model—pioneering for the region—using
TELEMAC-3D. The aim was to investigate the 3D flows induced by moderate or extreme winds as
well as by heating of the water surface. The findings showed that a windstorm increased the flow
velocities (at least one order of magnitude, i.e., up to 10−1–10−2 m/s) without altering significantly
the circulation patterns; this occurred substantially for the heating scenario, which had, in contrast,
a lower effect on velocities. In terms of the bay’s management, the main implications are: (1) the
withdrawals for drinking water and irrigation agriculture should stop working during windstorms
and at least three days afterwards; (2) a heating of the water surface would likely increase the risk of
development of HAB in the shallow areas, so that further assessments with a water quality module
are needed to support advanced remediation measures; (3) the 3D model proves to be a necessary
tool to identify high risk contamination areas e.g., for installation of new aquaculture systems.
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1. Introduction

Managing reservoirs in the semi-arid region of the Brazilian Northeast is becoming dramatically
challenging. The severe drought affecting the area since 2012 increased the conflicts among the multiple
uses of water and it demands urgently more efficient communication and coordination between the
different water users [1,2]. The prolonged dry periods predicted by climate change models are expected
to reduce the dilution of nutrients and contaminants and affect the ecosystem by increasing water
temperatures and reducing oxygen saturation levels; therefore, more eutrophic conditions are expected
in lakes [3]. Phenomena such as droughts and the occurrence of harmful algae blooms (HAB) are
increasingly affecting water bodies, especially those located in semi-arid areas [4,5]. Additionally,
climate change effects influence the trophic level of lakes through many processes such as water
heating, enhanced primary production and promotion of cyanobacteria by a high radiation input
and intensification of bioremediation with decreased oxygen concentrations. In the region, further
ecosystem impacts are generally attributed to the intensive and increasing aquaculture production,
by the insufficient treatment of sewage from agricultural villages and by the untreated drainage water
from irrigation [5]. Due to the decreasing inflows and the warming climate, the number of reservoirs
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with water quality problems is likely to increase in semi-arid regions of the world [6]. The high nutrient
and sediment loads due to human activities and wastes, enhanced by soil leaching and wash-out
during tributaries’ flash floods, lead to more extensive and/or rapid eutrophication in reservoirs,
compared to natural lakes [6–8].

Finding climate change-adaptive solutions to manage multiple uses of water through innovative
technologies, as well as stakeholder procedures, will promote sustainable economic development in
Brazil. This was the general aim of the INNOVATE project, to which this work belongs. The binational
and interdisciplinary research project provided scientific research in the São Francisco River Basin and
improved opportunities transferable to other hydropower reservoirs in semi-arid areas [2]. Adaptive
management measures must be developed to mitigate the environmental impacts on reservoirs,
primarily greenhouse gas emissions, eutrophication and water level fluctuations, among others [2,5,9].

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models are widely used to simulate complex
hydrodynamics and transport (e.g., sediment) in various natural systems. Such models also allow
to examine the effects of particular factors, and thus, identify research needs [10]. Models can be
powerful tools to conceptualize complex interactions in natural resource management and to develop
appropriated policies, supporting a systematic, integrative and multidisciplinary assessment at various
scales [11]. Understanding and communicating the causal connections between fate and effects is
fundamental for public acceptance of legislative steering to responsibly compromise between the use
of water resources and the conservation of their ecological status therefore advanced numerical tools
are required [12].

For instance, Fenocchi et al. [13] investigated the effects of wind and complex bathymetry,
comparing a 2D shallow water solver and a 3D Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes one, for the
Superior Lake of Mantua, a shallow fluvial lake in Northern Italy. De Marchis et al. [14,15] used
the 3D finite volume model PANORMUS [16], to assess wind- and tide-induced currents in the
Stagnone di Marsala Lagoon and in the Augusta Bay in South Italy. The thermal stratification
patterns using hydrodynamic modeling tools for water bodies in semi-arid areas were investigated
by Abeysinghe et al. [17] with the aim to prevent algae blooms and eutrophication processes in the
Kotmale Reservoir, Sri Lanka. They used a self-developed one-dimensional numerical model, called
DYRESM, to predict the distribution of temperatures in response to meteorological forcing, inflow
and outflow. Liebe et al. [18] focused their work on some small reservoirs located in Africa (Ghana,
Burkina Faso, Zimbabwe) and in Brazil, with the aim to assess their impacts on the rural communities,
and thus, stimulate the improvement of water availability and economic development through proper
planning, maintenance and operation. Abbasi et al. [19] assessed the heat exchange processes and the
temperature dynamics between water and air in the small Lake Binaba in Ghana, as a tool to identify
the impacts on water quality, enabling biological and environmental predictions.

Two- (depth-averaged) and three-dimensional (2D and 3D, respectively) models are usually
preferred for lakes and reservoir management and the choice between them depends on whether the
vertical variability of velocities, tracer profiles and stratification are significant or not. Nevertheless,
one-dimensional (vertical) numerical models are also often applied for lakes, with the main purpose
to assess eventual stratification patterns and temperature profiles over the water depth. For instance,
Ladwig et al. [20] coupled the 1D-vertical General Lake Model (GLM) with the water quality AED2
to study wind-induced flow and nutrients spreading in the Lake Tegel in Berlin. In general, physical
forces induce 3D effects on the flow field; forces applied on the free surface of a water body are
transferred at depth by turbulence in the vertical plane; thus, the depth-averaged approximation is
generally more limiting for wind-driven flows than for gravity-driven ones, such as straight rivers [13].
Wind in the first place, but also temperature changes affect hydrodynamics and water quality [19].
In particular, local scale analyses are connected to macrophytes and wind mixing, as well as to the
transport of nutrients and pollutants across reservoirs [21,22]. The usefulness of 2D models is restricted
to processes associated to the horizontal circulation, disregarding precise advection time scales and
flow paths at specific depths [13]. In the case of large lakes, the assumption of horizontal uniformity is
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rarely valid, hence the application of 3D hydrodynamic models is required for proper calculations,
as pointed out by many researchers even for very shallow depths (e.g., [14,19]).

Within the framework of the above-mentioned INNOVATE project, this study focuses on
the Icó-Mandantes Bay, one of the major branches of the Itaparica Reservoir (Pernambuco,
NE Brazil). Although in many regions, small inland water bodies act as multi-purpose water sources,
being extremely important for economic development, improving smallholder livelihoods and food
security, hydrological impact assessments are rarely carried out [18]. In the study area, no modeling
studies were found in literature and urgent questions have been raised in the last years by water
managers, such as the effects of the newly built water diversion project on water quantity [23] or
the impacts on water quality of the net-cage-based aquaculture systems, increasingly developing
in the reservoir [24]. To answer to such stakeholders- and issues- oriented demands, in previous
research [25–27], a 2D model capable to simulate hydrodynamics and tracer transport was setup and
tested for several scenarios, using the open-source software TELEMAC-MASCARET [28]. The main
hydraulic outcomes were that the water exchange between the Icó-Mandantes Bay and the reservoir
main stream was hardly occurring, since the water in the bay is almost stagnant, in absence of external
forces such as wind or flood events. Therefore, the same water body can be characterized by different
flow (and vertical eddy viscosity) regimes [25,29]. Important management suggestions have been
given in that context, for example in regards to the urge of assessing the spreading of contaminants
in the domain, introduced for instance by the harmful flash floods occurring from the intermittent
tributary Riacho dos Mandantes, located next to the withdrawals for water supply [27].

So far, the vertical flows (3D effects) induced by wind and temperature have not yet been taken
into account in the Icó-Mandantes Bay. Only a limited number of CFD simulations for temperature
distribution in shallow and small inland water bodies in semi-arid areas can be generally found [19].
As addressed by numerous experts [6,12,15,19], weather conditions (wind, temperature) influence
currents and stratification in reservoirs, whose hydrodynamic processes and thermal state are the
main drivers of their ecosystem. The classification of lakes according to their circulation patterns
has proven to be very useful for limnology assessments [12,30]. Moreover, the vertical resolutions of
the measured temperature profiles are often not sufficient for assessing small-scale turbulence effects
or investigating variations of water temperature induced by wind velocity and heating in shallow
waters [19]. Therefore, research is needed to deepen the knowledge of such complex processes in
areas already challenged by climate change, water multiple uses and lack of advanced modeling
techniques. In this article, the setup of a 3D model for the Icó-Mandantes Bay is presented, as well
as the implementation of scenarios investigating hydrodynamics, wind- and density-induced flows.
The study focuses on the 3D effects caused by wind and temperature changes over the vertical water
column, addressing the following research questions:

• Since wind is considered responsible of hydrodynamic mixing in water bodies and of the relevant
increase of flow velocities during storms in shallow lakes [13,15], does the wind (moderate
wind, windstorms) significantly influence the three-dimensional flow circulations also in the
Icó-Mandantes Bay and in which way? How do the flow velocities change and to which extent?

• Density differences are known to drive currents [6,12,19,21]: how does heating of the water
surface due to warmer air temperature alter the hydraulics in the bay and how (e.g., velocity
profiles, intensities)? Which are the consequent three-dimensional effects (e.g., stratification,
flow circulation)?

• In the revised literature, the implications of the numerical results for appropriate environmental
policy and management are often not explored and the focus of discussion is strictly limited on the
hydrodynamic findings. In contrast, we intend to additionally address in this work: how do the
outcomes of this research influence management of the bay (sustainability of aquatic ecosystem
services)? Which are the recommendations and the adaptive measures to be embraced?
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The results of this work deepen the knowledge of the complex hydrodynamics of this bay or
similar behaving small water bodies in semi-arid areas, being particularly useful for future modeling
studies, for stakeholders and water managers, in order to save time and resources.

2. Governing Equations

The hydrodynamics and transport simulated in the Icó-Mandantes Bay are solved through the
three-dimensional shallow waters equations at each time step and in each point of the mesh [28].
For this case study, a free surface changing in time, an incompressible fluid, the hydrostatic pressure
hypothesis and the Boussinesq approximation for the momentum were assumed [28,31]. The equations
governing the flow are the continuity equation—i.e., the conservation of the fluid mass—and the
momentum equations in x-, y- and z-directions. The latter consists of the simplified equation for the
vertical velocity w, given to the hydrostatic pressure hypothesis, which considers the pressure at one
point depending on the atmospheric pressure on the surface and on the weight of the column of water
above it.

The wind shear stresses ( fx,wind and fy,wind, in x- and y-direction, respectively) were determined
in function of the wind speed at 10 m height (vwind [m/s]), the density of the air (ρair [kg/m3]) and a
dimensionless empirical coefficient (awind), calculated according to the formula used by the Institute of
Oceanographic Sciences (United Kingdom) [28], reported in Equations (1) and (2):

fx,wind = ρair
ρ0

awindvwind,x

√
v2

wind,x + v2
wind,y

fy,wind = ρair
ρ0

awindvwind,y

√
v2

wind,x + v2
wind,y

(1)

awind = 0.565× 10−3 i f vwind < 5 m/s
awind = (−0.12 + 0.137 vwind)× 10−3 i f 5 ≤ vwind ≤ 19.22 m/s

awind = 2.513× 10−3 i f vwind > 19.22 m/s
(2)

where vwind,x and vwind,y [m/s] are the components of wind velocity in x- and y-directions.
The information about wind values used in the simulations are given in Section 4.2.

No flow measurements were available in the study area therefore a proper calibration and
validation for velocities, concentrations and temperatures could not be conducted. Values calibrated in
previous work for the same reach under study and for similar flow discharges [32] have been used for
the Strickler coefficient to evaluate the bottom friction, assuming it equal to 30 m0.33/s. Additionally,
values of bottom friction were varied in the range between 25 and 35 m0.33/s and the results showed
very small differences. Such values for friction are standard values for the type of soil and system of
the bay under study.

Simple turbulence models were applied for the horizontal and vertical directions, which are
respectively the constant viscosity and the mixing length Prandtl model [28,31], giving nearly same
results as more complex models (e.g., k-ε) computed for a defined reference case under same conditions
(e.g., checking mass conservation, velocities and water depths). Additionally, when running the k-ε
model for the simulations, TELEMAC computes the turbulent viscosity coefficient for the specific
scenario (horizontal and vertical). The results of the sensitivity studies conducted concerning the
turbulent viscosity (10−2 ÷ 10−6 m2/s; the latter is the TELEMAC default value) did not show high
sensitivity to such parameters. Thus, the horizontal viscosity νt,th was assumed equal to 10−4 m2/s for
each case, which is in the range of literature values and of the results obtained with the k-εmodel.

The governing equation of the tracer transport is reported in Equation (3), which consists of the
heat transport equation, where the turbulent diffusivity was set equal to the turbulent viscosity of the
momentum equations [28,33].

∂(ρT)
∂t

+ u
∂(ρT)

∂x
+ v

∂(ρT)
∂y

+ w
∂(ρT)

∂z
= νt,th

∂(ρT)
∂x

+ νt,th
∂(ρT)

∂y
+ νt,tv

∂(ρT)
∂z

(3)
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where T [◦C], ρ [kg/m3] represent the water temperature and the water density and are calculated by
the model; νt,th, νt,tv [m2/s] are the horizontal and vertical turbulent thermal diffusivity.

The density-induced flow computed by the equation of state established by UNESCO [28] is:

ρ = ρ0

{
1−

[
7× 10−6

(
T − Tre f

)2
]}

(4)

where ρ0 [kg/m3] is the reference water density and Tre f [◦C] is the reference water temperature.
The water density ρ [kg/m3] is function of the water temperature T, assuming here that it is in the
range of 0 to 40 ◦C.

According to Hervouet [28] and Sweers [34], the boundary condition at the water surface is:

νt,tv
∂T
∂z

= − A
ρCp

(T − Tatm) (5)

where Tatm [◦C] is the atmospheric temperature; Cp [J/kg/◦C] is the specific heat equal to 4.18 and
A [W/m2/◦C] is the so-called exchange coefficient. Equation (5) assumes that the thermal power
exchanged between water and atmosphere per surface unit is proportional to the temperature gradients
between water and air by the exchange coefficient A [W/m2/◦C]:

A = (4.48 + 0.049 T) + 2021.5 b (1 + vwind)
(

1.12 + 0.018 T + 0.00158 T2
)

(6)

where the parameter b [-] depends on the location of the study area: 0.0025 was chosen, average
suggested by [28] for regions near the Atlantic shores. The exchange coefficient A is the result of the
nomogram developed by Sweers [30], which relates A at the water-air interface to the wind speed and
the surface temperature, approximating the phenomena like radiation, convection of air in contact
with water and latent heat produced by water evaporation.

3. Study Region

The area of interest is the Icó-Mandantes Bay, one of the major off-stream branches of the Itaparica
Reservoir, located in the semi-arid state of Pernambuco, NE Brazil (Figure 1). The reservoir is formed
by the Luiz Gonzaga dam, built in the late 80 s, in the Sub-Middle São Francisco River. The mean water
discharge is 2060 m3/s, regulated by the upstream Sobradinho Reservoir, and the mean water elevation
302.8 m a.s.l., with a maximum annual water level fluctuation of maximum 5 m [35]. The average and
the maximum water level of the reservoir are respectively 13 m and 42 m [2].

The morphometric, chemical and limnological characteristics of the Icó-Mandantes Bay have
been presented in detail in [24,36–38]. The study area has high air temperatures and strong winds
concentrated in some hours of the day. The bay is vertically mixed, it has low water conductivity and
low nutrients loads, which increase significantly during flash floods from the tributaries. The mean
annual precipitations of ~475 mm/y are usually occurring between January and April during rare
intense events. Between 2012 and 2015, the median water quality of the Itaparica Reservoir is
characterized by low conductivity (71 µS/cm) and low nutrient concentrations (dissolved inorganic
nitrogen = 98 µg/L, total phosphorus = 20 µg/L), a transparency of 2.3 m Secchi disk depth and
Chlorophyll a = 1.7 µg/L; thus, the reservoir was classified as mesotrophic. The water quality in
the Icó-Mandantes Bay is depleted by an intermittent river inflow (called Riacho dos Mandantes)
with high short-term nutrient input during the rainy season and by the drainage channels of the
irrigated agriculture areas, located in the southeastern part of the bay. After such strong rain events,
the median nutrient concentrations changes relevantly, with dissolved inorganic nitrogen = 77 µg/L,
total phosphorus = 34 µg/L, a transparency of 0.9 m Secchi depth, and Chlorophyll a = 38 µg/L [39].
Nearly 35 to 45% of the bay area is covered by a submerged weed, namely Egeria densa. Due to
the water level fluctuations caused by hydropower use—in particular when the surface elevation
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decreases—these dense vegetation mats are another significant source of nutrient input for the bay,
after desiccation and mineralization [36,38]. Among others, such undesired effects due to declining
lake levels were also observed by Zamani in the Abolabbas Reservoir, Iran [6].

Nowadays the uses of the Itaparica Reservoir are many—besides the water storage and energy
generation, it is also used for irrigation agriculture and aquaculture production, human and animal
water consumption, navigation, recreation and fisheries. In particular, the Icó-Mandantes Bay is
strategic for the local water management for numerous reasons. The eventual future development of
new aquaculture systems in the bay of the reservoir may increase the phosphorus contents and the
potential for eutrophication [24,26]. Water withdrawals for human and animal supply, as well as for
irrigation agriculture, occur in the bay, where also the newly built water diversion channel (Figure 2)
will operate with the aim to divert water to into the even drier northern watersheds [27].
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data logger chains (b). The 14 horizontal layers and the refinement of the mesh over the water depth
are reported for section SBORDER (a).
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4. Setup of the Model and the Scenarios

4.1. Computational Domain and Processing Tools

A three-dimensional (3D) model of Icó-Mandantes Bay was set up with the open TELEMAC-
MASCARET modeling system, using the unstructured triangular grid created in reference [26] with
the software Janet (Smile Consult GmbH). The domain covers the whole bay and part of the Itaparica
Reservoir, the so-called main stream, in order to allow the water exchange between the two water bodies,
as well as a realistic inflow and outflow to the system (Figure 2). The 3D grid consists of 14 layers. The
resulting mesh consists of 13 prisms with variable height, depending on water depth d[m]. The layers
are equidistant in the whole vertical direction (10% of d), except for the refinements near the bottom
(1% of d) and near the surface (2% and 6% of d), for capturing the effects of the correspondent friction
stresses in higher detail. The final unstructured grid counts in total 162,932 nodes and 295,958 triangular
elements, which are variable in length (range of 50 to 200 m). The surface area of the computational
domain is around 128 km2, while the maximum lengths of the domain in x- and y-direction are
respectively around 18 km and 16 km.

The simulations were conducted with a time step of 30 s for each case investigated, through
parallel computing on the HLRN system (North German Association for the Promotion of High and
Maximum Performance Calculation) [41], using 24 processors. This enabled the simulations to be very
fast—e.g., running the wind-induced flow scenarios for 10 days took between 2 and 5 min.

4.2. Wind and Temperature Data

Meteorological data is available since year 2002 on the database SINDA [42], a Brazilian integrated
system of environmental data. Data of wind and temperature were recorded every three hours at the
nearest weather station available located in Floresta (PE), a municipality about 25–30 km distant from
the Icó-Mandantes Bay.

Wind data has been statistically analyzed in previous work [25]. The magnitude range of the
entire sample comprises values between 0 and 15 m/s, with maximum 10% of values between 15 and
20 m/s. The predominant wind direction is 140◦ (from SE to NW) and the mean speed is 5.5 m/s,
according to the normal Gauss distribution.

Air temperature was also recorded between 2002 and 2016. The annual average is ~26 ◦C [5],
with a high daily variability (∆T) of about 10 to 20 ◦C/d, characterized by increasing values over the
day (9 a.m.–6 p.m.) up to a maximum of 38–40 ◦C and decreasing over the night (6 p.m.–9 a.m.) until a
minimum of 17–22 ◦C. Regarding water temperatures, Selge et al. [37] reported mean values of 24.8 ◦C
for dry and 27.7 ◦C for rainy periods. During the rainy periods, water temperatures increase and
do not allow a stable thermal stratification, due to night cooling and convective currents, known as
atelomixis [43,44]. This partial mixing down to the hypolimnion occurs with a frequency of every few
days. Dry periods are characterized by stronger winds, higher cloud cover and high evaporation rates,
resulting in lower water temperature and no stable thermal stratification, too. In order to have an idea
of the stratification in the inner bay, we reported in Figure 3 the water temperatures over the depth for
the period between October 2013 and October 2014 [39].
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4.3. Simulation Scenarios

The scenarios presented in this article are:

• REF (reference): application of constant mean wind on normal reservoir-operating conditions;
• WIND: simulation of a windstorm event, i.e., imposing 6 h of extreme wind, starting from REF;
• HEAT: simplified approach to simulate the effects of water heating, applying a constant

temperature change (∆T) between water and air equal to 10 ◦C, starting from REF;

The same boundary conditions concerning the flow were set up for the three scenarios (REF, WIND
and HEAT). In detail, a constant water discharge of 2060 m3/s (mean value for the Itaparica Reservoir
under normal operating conditions) was assumed at the inflow boundary, while at the outflow
boundary a constant water level of 302.8 m a.s.l. (mean value at the Luiz Gonzaga dam [35]).
The remaining lateral boundaries were set as closed walls with slip condition (i.e., the tangential
velocity is different from zero).

The reference case REF was simulated until steady state was reached, considering the action of
mean wind velocity and direction (i.e., 5.5 m/s, 140◦). This scenario served as initial conditions, as well
as a basis for comparison for the other scenarios (WIND and HEAT).

The WIND case represents a windstorm event, occurring for some hours during 1 day, disturbing
the equilibrium conditions of REF. The extreme wind of 20 m/s (representing a gale, according to the
Beaufort scale [45]) was applied for 6 h between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., the usual times of the day at which
wind increases, within a total duration of simulation of 1 day (Table 1). Afterwards, the computation
was continued for 5 days in order to estimate the time needed by the system to return to equilibrium.
The direction of the wind (140◦) was kept constant to isolate the effects of the wind’s magnitude.
For this scenario, the focus is exclusively on the hydrodynamics, i.e., on the wind-induced circulation
patterns (horizontal and vertical) and on the local eddies caused by the wind’s variation.

The HEAT case includes the transport of an active tracer; in particular, a constant temperature
difference (∆T) of 10 ◦C between water and air, respectively 26.5 ◦C and 36.5 ◦C, was imposed to
the system. A Dirichlet type condition for the water temperature at the inflow equal to 26.5 ◦C for
HEAT and a Neumann type at the outflow were additionally prescribed for the tracer, imposing a zero
gradient of temperature. The surface boundary condition, regulating the heating of the water surface,
is reported and explained in Equations (5) and (6) of Section 2. This was chosen as a first approach,
in order to verify whether heating the water surface by the atmosphere would affect the 3D flow field.
If this is not the case (thus, the impact is minor), the simulation of a temperature’s daily cycle would
induce even lower changes.
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Table 1. Simulated scenarios and selected parameters (REF (reference), WIND and HEAT).

Scenarios Simulation Period of the
Day (h)

Wind Velocity
[m/s]

Wind
Direction [◦] Tracer Transport

REF 10 days 00:00–24:00 5.5 140 Not included

WIND 1 day
00:00–09:00 5.5

140 Not included09:00–15:00 20.0
15:00–24:00 5.5

HEAT 1 day, 1 week, 1 month 00:00–24:00 5.5 140 ∆Twater−air = 10 ◦C

4.4. Observation Points and Sections

First, mass conservation was checked through the output of the initial and final water masses
(volumes [m3]), as well as the outflowing discharges at the correspondent boundaries at each time step.
The 3D results were further analyzed over each horizontal layer and over time. In order to simplify
the analysis, but still fully representing the results, the layers were chosen at the bottom (LBOTTOM),
at an intermediate level (LINTERMEDIATE) and near the surface (LTOP) (Figure 4). Afterwards, different
vertical cross-sections have been chosen in some selected areas of the computational domain: SBORDER

at the border between the two different behaving systems (bay and reservoir main stream); SBAY in
the center of the bay and SCHANNEL next to the intake of the water diversion channel (Figure 2b).
In Figure 2a, it is possible to observe the refinement of the mesh at the top and at the bottom for
section SBORDER.
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Figure 4. The horizontal layers at the surface (LTOP), intermediate (LINTERMEDIATE) and bottom
(LBOTTOM) are shown for WIND scenario at (a) t = 0 h, i.e., steady state (REF), (b) t = 12 h, i.e., windstorm
and (c) t = 24 h, i.e., return to equilibrium. The use of different scale was necessary for a clear display of
the results, given to the different orders of magnitude. The relation between the intensities of velocities
is 1:10 (a:b).
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5. Results

5.1. Reference Case (REF)

The REF scenario is the reference case and represents the initial conditions for WIND and HEAT.
Results show that the main stream is characterized by deeper waters (up to a maximum water depth of
30 m) while the bay is off-stream, with a maximum depth of ~20 m and large shallow areas along the
shores lower than 3 m depth. The water in the bay is almost stagnant and the flow is mainly induced
by the SE wind.

The REF results over the horizontal layers are shown in Figure 4. Looking at the variations
along the water depth, it was possible to notice that the superficial levels are generally wind-oriented,
while upwind (against the wind) the deeper ones (near the bed). We encountered the so-called
wind-induced return flows: wind aligns with the flow at the surface, imposing return flow areas along
the bottom [33]. Some eddies were detected near the bottom, also observable in the intermediate layers,
but with higher frequency and horizontally dislocated.

The simulations were also conducted in absence of wind, in order to better observe the changes.
When the wind was neglected, the vertical profiles of velocity resulted to be parabolic in the reservoir
main stream part, characterized by maximum values near the surface, while in the bay quite linear
with constant values very close to zero over the entire water column (stagnation areas). Otherwise,
when the mean wind was considered (i.e., REF), the velocities decreased or increased in the superficial
layers, respectively if the flow was upwind or in wind direction. For instance, in section SBORDER

shown in Figure 2, the vertical magnitude of velocity (w) was comparable with the horizontal ones
(u, v)—therefore we incurred some 3D effects (Figure 5b).

5.2. Windstorm Scenario (WIND) and Return to Equilibrium Condition

The results of this scenario were compared before, during and after the windstorm (20 m/s, 140◦).
The changes concerning the horizontal output of the flow field, as well as the variations over the
vertical direction, can be observed in Figure 4b. The magnitude and the orientation of velocities were
significantly influenced by the wind, but to different extents. The range of velocities increased at least
of one order of magnitude during the windstorm: up to 10−1 m/s in the reservoir main stream and up
to 10−2 m/s in the bay part.

During the storm—i.e., at 12 h (Figure 4b)—the flow field is overall wind-oriented on the
superficial layers, except for the main stream region, where a big horizontal clockwise circulation of
approx. 2-km2-area was formed. This horizontal pattern was still observable on the deeper intermediate
and bottom layers, but rather shifted downstream, accompanied by an additional anticlockwise
circulation of similar dimensions closer to the northern shore. On LBOTTOM and LINTERMEDIATE in the
bay, the flow field is weaker and more chaotic, compared to LTOP. In areas where d < 3 m, the velocities
are often wind-oriented over the entire water depth. Observing the results later on at 24 h, the number
of eddies increase in general over the superficial and intermediate layers, characterized by eddies of
~500 m to 1 km in diameter. This seems to be due to a sort of relaxation and readjustment of the flow
field, attempting to return to initial equilibrium conditions. Velocities on LBOTTOM are very close to
zero. The variable and more irregular flow at this time step suggest the presence of 3D circulation.

Looking at various cross-sections in the domain, different flow behaviors were observed. Along
the reservoir main stream, where water is deeper, the velocity profiles have a parabolic shape, which is
typical for open channels. There, the influence of the wind is evident through a deformation of the
curve closer to the surface; the wind slows down the velocities near the surface, in the case of upwind
flow, invoking the occurrence of return flows. Specifically, in section SBORDER (Figures 2 and 5), located
at the imaginary border between the bay and the main stream, where mutual exchange processes take
place, we observe water moving from the shores to the deeper inner parts (surface layers) and a weak
upwelling for REF (Figure 5b), which becomes wider involving bigger part of the water depth during
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the windstorm, accompanied by a velocity’s increase at least of one order of magnitude (at t = 12 h,
Figure 5c). In that region, the horizontal and vertical flow components are in a similar range.
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Additionally, the behavior of the flow field in the center of the bay (namely SBAY of Figure 2) is
shown in Figure 6. Comparing REF and WIND (the latter during the windstorm, i.e., at 12 h): the flow
velocities are mostly wind-oriented in both cases in the vertical direction, with an increase of velocities
of one order of magnitude for the latter (scale of 0.1 m/s). This flow pattern was maintained over
time; therefore, the further steps are not reported. Finally, the WIND scenario was compared to REF
also in the cross-section at the intake of the water diversion channel (namely SCHANNEL of Figure 2)
and shown in Figure 7. In REF, the water velocities were ≤ 0.005 m/s, while during strong wind
they increased by more than one order of magnitude (higher near to the bed), but they kept the same
direction over the water depth. After around three days of simulation, the flow configuration became
similar to pre-disturbance conditions, i.e., REF. In other shallow areas of the bay along the shores near
the irrigated lands, the flow was mostly wind-oriented over the entire depth, both for REF and for
WIND, because of the intensity of the wind, inducing movement in those shallow and stagnant waters.

Since steady state was not reached yet one day after the windstorm, the computation was
continued for five additional days, under the same conditions as REF i.e., constant mean flow and
mean wind. The changes observed at the end of this computation were lower than 1 × 10−3 m/s,
concerning mean velocities. Since the discharges at the outflow boundary reached the steady state
already after four days, with differences <0.1 m3/s, and changes in the cross-sections and over the
layers were no longer substantial, we can affirm that the flow field returned to equilibrium by that time.
The water mass volumes V [m3] were always conserved after each time step (∆V lower than 0.01%).
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5.3. Surface Water Heating Scenario (HEAT)

The results were analyzed at different time steps (i.e., after few hours and until one month),
in order to identify the time needed by the entire system to shift to a new equilibrium under the
imposed constant conditions (Section 4.3).

Looking at LBOTTOM, already during the first three hours up to one day, the heating effects induced
the velocity vectors to be oriented from the deeper areas in direction of the shores (Figure 8c). The flow
velocities were higher near the inflow (shown in Figure 2), along the main stream nearer to the western
shore and in the bay as well. The opposite behavior was noticed in the superficial layers: the flow field
oriented from the shallower (and warmer) peripheral parts to the deeper (colder) ones (Figure 8a).
As expected for smaller water depths, the shores were heated faster. The weakest velocities occurred
at the intermediate levels, and, close to LINTERMEDIATE, it was possible to observe a change in the flow
configuration (bed- or surface-type). Figure 8 shows the outline of the temperatures and the flow field
over the layers LBOTTOM, LINTERMEDIATE and LTOP after one day of simulation.

Continuing the calculations over one week, the velocities increased progressively in the entire
domain: the flow configuration became rather stable after one day near the bottom, while in the upper
layers (from LINTERMEDIATE to LTOP) was still affected by slight changes. After one week, the water
mass in the entire bay reached temperatures higher than 30 ◦C, and, after 2 weeks, no changes were
observable in the flow field (neither circulation nor values).

Figure 9 reports the outline of the total velocities in SBORDER (same of Figures 2 and 5). Comparing
Figures 4a and 8, as well as Figures 5b and 9, the flow field changed for HEAT and the velocity
vectors are oriented in opposite directions at the surface relative to closer to the bottom, suggesting
an anticlockwise movement of the water mass from the warmer to the colder areas. The velocities’
order of magnitude was in the same range as they were for the reference case REF (approx. 10−3 to
10−2 m/s), even if in the shallower part of the section the maximum values were at least doubled and
the minimum were found in the central part of the section (approx. from 2 to 8 × 10−3 m/s). A slight
progressive increase of the flow field was registered until one week, while the vertical configuration
remained constant in time. Between one week and two weeks, the maximum velocities raised still of
approx. 3× 10−3 m/s and finally less than 1 mm/s between two weeks and one month. Looking at the
temperature values in SBORDER, the minimum and maximum values were respectively 26.8 and 28.4 ◦C
after 12 h, 27.5 and 29.5 ◦C after one day (Figure 9), 29.3 and 31.9 ◦C after three days, 30.6 and 33.5 after
one week, 31.0 and 33.8 after one month. The maximum ∆T in water equal to maximum 2.5 to 3 ◦C
reached after 3 days remained rather constant in time, while the overall values of temperature increased
gradually until one week of simulation. Nevertheless, this did not occur over the vertical direction;
thus, no stable stratification was observed. Additionally, the temperature gradient was formed between
the shallow littoral areas and the center of the bay (Figure 9). In this case, the convective propagation
of dense water intrusion occur after crossing temperature of maximum density, according to Boehrer
and Schultze [12]. Afterwards, continuing the computation up to one month, no more changes were
observed in the entire computational domain.
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Figure 9. Results of the HEAT scenario after one day simulation in section SBORDER (Figures 2 and 5),
showing the vertical configuration of temperatures and velocities over the vertical section. The arrows
represent the velocity intensities and orientations in the section (water mass) and it is observable how
they were more intense near the contour of the section next to the shores.

In the center of the bay, the flow velocities had similar order of magnitudes compared to SBORDER,
even if with lower extremes. The temperatures had similar circulation patterns, but with higher
vertical temperature gradient in SBAY (i.e.,≤1 ◦C, Figure 10). For the section next to the water diversion
channel, the velocities were approximately doubled compared to SBORDER and there was an impact
on the currents as well. The temperature difference observed over the water depth was even smaller
(<0.5 ◦C, Figure 11).
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5.4. Synthesis and Discussion

The results of the WIND and the HEAT scenarios, compared with the reference REF, showed that
strong wind and density changes had an impact on the flow field, confirming a wide range of previous
studies (e.g., [6,12,13,15,19]). On the one hand, while the configuration of the flow following the SE
wind was maintained over time both horizontally and vertically, the imposed constant ∆T equal to
10 ◦C changed it substantially (e.g., the flow in the surface layers was induced from the shallow to the
deeper waters). On the other hand, the wind had a much higher impact on the velocities—up to more
than one order of magnitude. This is in agreement with De Marchis et al. [15] and Fenocchi et al. [13],
who as well observed an increase of flow velocities of one order of magnitude in the case of wind and
especially during storm events. For the density-induced flow, a velocity increase took place to a lower
extend in some specific zones, e.g., on the bottom and superficial layers next to the lateral boundaries,
while there was a general decrease at the intermediate water depths. According to Abbasi et al. [19],
higher wind leads to higher return flows and shallow parts respond faster to air heating; the occurrence
of these two phenomena are observable in our results, respectively in Figures 5c, 8 and 9. Moreover,
during the heating phase, temperatures increase especially in the top layers near the water surface [19],
as noticed as well in Figures 10 and 11.

The vertical (w) and horizontal (u, v) components of velocities, as well as the water depths, were
analyzed in detail for the cases investigated. The formers differed by at least two to three orders of
magnitude (being u, v higher than w), except during the windstorm, when they reached a comparable
range of values. The variation of the water depths has been analyzed at several observation points
in the computational domain. They decreased in a range of 20 to 60 mm, comparing WIND to REF,
due to the higher velocities, and increased in a range of 1 to 5 mm, comparing HEAT to REF, due to
thermal expansion. Additionally, concerning the average values computed for the bay area, the water
depths decreased by 7 mm, comparing WIND to REF, while they increased by 4 mm, comparing HEAT
to REF. Thus, the variations of the water depths were considered absolutely minor (mm against means
of at least 10 m).

Further summarizing the results, it can be mentioned that the flow field was able to return to
equilibrium at least three days after a specific event (e.g., windstorm), as long as the disturbance
(e.g., the wind) disappeared. Otherwise, it evolved until the achievement of a new steady state:
few weeks were needed for the HEAT case.

Finally, a clear stable temperature stratification was not observable and the water column was well
mixed over the entire computational time (up to one month). The ∆T in water over the vertical was
generally lower than 0.5 ◦C (e.g., Figure 7), except for the most stagnant parts (e.g., Figure 10), where ∆T
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reached maximum 1 ◦C. Therefore, the water body is not classifiable as stratified (e.g., ∆T > 1 ◦C is one
of the different criteria for stratification presented in [46]). This was considered a reasonable response
of the system, in accordance with existing theories and limnological findings [5,12,39,44], due to the
following reasons:

• the modeling showed that the 3D flow field was sensitive to the heating of water surface, inducing
a vertical movement of the water mass and, thus, contributing to the vertical water mixing;

• the deeper reservoir main stream is characterized by a strong inflowing discharge from the
upstream Sobradinho (here, approx. 2000 m3/s), which did not allow a stable stratification in the
flow field concerning that part;

• large parts of the bay are shallow (see Figure 2) and highly influenced by the SE wind (usual
ranges as for REF, with daily higher or lower peaks), contributing also to the vertical water mixing
(in agreement with e.g., De Marchis et al. [15]);

• according to Boehrer and Schultze [12], stratification can be established in the warm season if the
lake is sufficiently deep (which is not the case here). Additionally, lakes are found to behave like
an epilimnion (to be well mixed), in response to strong temperature gradients between water and
air (10 ◦C in this case).

In conclusion, the applicability and reliability of the presented model is retained acceptable,
certainly with some constraints. This is mainly due to the extreme complexity of the processes
studied, the lack of measurements of some parameters or their availability in only one point of the
domain [19,47].

5.5. Recommendations for Water Management

Small inland water bodies are often neglected in hydrological and water resources management
plans, principally because it is difficult and expensive to monitor them [18,47]. Nevertheless, they are
of greatest importance for the regional economic development and for the maintenance of water quality
standards. The implications between the important hydrodynamic findings of the numerical modeling
for water management at the local scale are rarely explored, but need to be outlined. Currently,
the water diversion channel is not yet in operation, while the withdrawals for irrigation agriculture are
under the responsibility of CODEVASF (Development Company of the São Francisco and Parnaíba
Valleys), outsourcing the engineering company PLENA Engenharia. The users are allowed to pump
water for a few hours per day (usually 8–12 h), with a maximum (hourly) withdrawal between 1.4 and
1.7 m3/s [48–51].

In this work, we observed that the 3D effects on the flow field should be taken into account when
managing the multiple water uses of the bay (addressed for instance in Arruda [49] and by the Ministry
of National Integration [52]) deriving the following management suggestions and ideas for further
investigations:

• The reservoir management needs a new approach, which requires first of all a differentiated
analysis and evaluation for the reservoir main stream and its bays, characterized by different
regimes (e.g., velocities), and where the 3D modeling is adopted as supporting tool;

• In particular, the withdrawals for drinking water and for irrigation agriculture, located in the tip
of the bay and along the south-eastern shallow shores of the bay, should stop working during
windstorms and at least three days afterwards, especially in case of rain after long droughts.
In such event, two important facts would occur: (1) the mostly frequent wind from SE to NW
induces the flow in a strong circulation current along the southeastern shore, where the irrigation
lands are located, towards the tip of the bay; (2) the irrigation drainage systems would be
overflowed and rich of nutrients and pollutants from the field, in case of rain, especially after
long droughts. This implies that material such as suspended sediments, nutrients and rubbish
would be transported towards the tip of the bay, where the water diversion is located. To be
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able to prevent or at least reduce such issues, it is important as well to launch initiatives among
the rural communities such as the cleaning up of the shores areas from undesired material and
the implementation of waste-collection procedures, since there is no proper disposal of waste or
emissions by various consumptions in the region;

• Water surface heating due to strong temperature gradients would induce the suspended material
present in the surface layers to be transported to the center of the bay, where the water is more
stagnant even during a windstorm. On the contrary, the substances, nutrients and sediments
deposited in the bottom layers would be conducted towards the shores and to the upper layers,
with the occurrence of upwelling near land. This may increase phenomena like the accumulation
of sediments in the shallow areas, which desiccate during the water level decrease due to
hydropower operations, increasing the development of HAB. Further assessments using a water
quality module are needed to support water management in this direction;

• The 3D model can then be used to identify high risk contamination areas in the Icó-Mandantes
Bay, in order to plan promptly the necessary monitoring operations to ensure good standards of
water quality for drinking water, as well as to control and regulate the development of further net
cage aquaculture systems, in particular in the stagnant areas of the bay, next to the water intakes
(water supply, irrigation).

6. Conclusions

To study the dynamics of surface water bodies such as lakes and reservoirs, the use of
three-dimensional (3D) models is often preferred, since external forces as wind play an important
role, enhancing 3D effects in the flow field and being one of the main drivers of water movement.
This occurs in particular in more isolated peripheral bays, where the velocities are usually very low
and characterized by different hydraulic regimes compared to the reservoir main streams. The case
of the Icó-Mandantes Bay, one of the major branches of the Itaparica Reservoir (Sub-Middle São
Francisco River, NE Brazil) was presented in the article and a 3D model was set up using the open
TELEMAC-MASCARET modeling system [28]. The impacts of wind and heating of the water surface
on the hydraulics of the bay have been meticulously explored, in the horizontal and vertical direction,
detecting the consequent 3D effects. In conclusion, an advanced reservoir management for multiple
uses has to consider also the issue of water quality and, for this case study, to focus especially on the
need to keep oligotrophic levels, because the Icó-Mandantes Bay is already overcharged [39]. Since the
hydrodynamics of such a water body are highly linked with water quality complex processes ([21];
e.g., algae growth and sediment fluxes), in future work, the existent 3D model should be coupled with a
water quality module (e.g., with TELEMAC’s latest version 7.2 is currently feasible, using the WAQTEL
module). In particular, further research should focus on (1) the risk of HAB development, mainly on
their inoculation in the lentic bay areas and their interaction with the reservoir main stream, (2) the
spreading of HAB and its impact on the withdrawals for drinking water or irrigation agriculture and
(3) the adaptation of hydroelectric production to reduce water level fluctuations, in order to minimize
the introduction of nutrients from the desiccated soils in the shallow areas and, thus, the greenhouse
gases (GHG) emissions as well. Moreover, external forces such as the wind should be always included
in the model, as well as the heating and cooling processes, since they have indeed complex and
differentiated impacts of the hydraulics of water bodies such as the Icó-Mandantes Bay.
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